WE CRAFT AND SHAPE
U NI QU E D ECO RAT IVE HARDWARE DE SIGN S
PullCast was created to fill the void

Our decorative hardware reveals a

of beauty and authenticity in the

sense of distinct and original design,

world of decorative Hardware. Taking

made with lavish techniques that

inspiration from nature’s grace, the

emerged centuries ago. Every creation

modern world and the history of art,

is engaged with perfection and every

PullCast embodies different styles

accessory is made with mindfulness of

and aesthetics while maintaining a

functionality and style.

clear vision and original pieces of art.
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Made with the most precious materials, rare components, and techniques, our crafts
mastery is possible by the endless inspiration from our artisans and our thorough quest
for excellence. By collecting such rich ingredients we serve the demand for top-quality
customizable door & cabinet hardware for fine homes with pieces that exude harmony
and exquisiteness, and achieve sublime handcrafted objects of art with the most
exquisite materials. At the hands of the talented craftsman and the most pure matter,
we create collections of hardware jewerly that last forever, in style and in time.
PullCast’s unparalleled craftsmanship is Made in Portugal, a rare treasure of a land for
craftsmanship mastery, wise artisans and craftspeople. Our absolute understanding
of the product, our unique aesthetics, while always maintaining an unparalleled
focus on functionality is a product of effort, study and open-minded group of
artisans, designers, artists, and marketers, who work together to find interesting
and brilliant inspirations every day. Every step is leading us towards an undeniably
and imminent jewelry concept in the hardware industry, capable of disrupting
decorative hardware into Sublime objects of art that result in the most precious
pieces for your furniture designs, delighting most styles and needs with exclusive
statement pieces.

KESYA DOOR LEVER
EA1074R

DIMENSIONS: H 5 cm; 1.97 in | L 15 cm; 5.91 in | D 5.5 cm; 4.17 in
MATERIALS: Brass | FINISHES: Polished brass (Also available in Aged & Brushed brass)
Our inspiration was drawn from the very uneven texture of the bark pine tree, known by its
endless evergreen. Honoring the past and the roots but evoking prosperity, this distinguished
Cabinet handle enables you to create a sculptural scheme in your furniture designs.
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VIEW MORE
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KESYA DOOR PULL
EA1077

DIMENSIONS: H 100 cm; 39.37 in | L 4.8 cm; 1.89 in | D 4 cm; 1.57 in
MATERIALS: Brass | FINISHES: Polished brass (Also available in Aged & Brushed brass)
Our inspiration was drawn from the very uneven texture of the bark pine tree, known by its
endless evergreen. Honoring the past and the roots but evoking prosperity, this distinguished
drawer handle enables you to create a sculptural scheme in your furniture designs.
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VIEW MORE
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KESYA DOOR PULL
EA1076

DIMENSIONS: H 100 cm; 39.37 in | L 4.8 cm; 1.89 in | D 4 cm; 1.57 in
MATERIALS: Brass | FINISHES: Polished brass (Also available in Aged & Brushed brass)
Our inspiration was drawn from the very uneven texture of the bark pine tree, known by its
endless evergreen. Honoring the past and the roots but evoking prosperity, this distinguished
drawer handle enables you to create a sculptural scheme in your furniture designs.
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FLOW DOOR PULL
EA1039R

DIMENSIONS: H 52 cm; 20.47 in | L 14 cm; 5.51 in | D 50 cm; 1.97 in
MATERIALS: Brass | FINISHES: Polished brass (Also available in Aged & Brushed brass)
Possessing a natural and invigorating way of movement, Flow mid size door pull presents an
organic shape decoding sophistication and personality. The perfect addition to door designs,
enhancing any ambience with it’s strong character.
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COMB DRAWER HANDLE
EA1082

DIMENSIONS: D 22 mm; 0.87 in | Diam 22 mm; 0.87 in
MATERIALS: Brass | FINISHES: Polished brass (Also available in Aged & Brushed Brass)
Our inspiration took part on one of the most aesthetically pleasing sights in nature, the
Honeycombs Phenomenon. Marvelled by the angular perfection that bees can form, we have
drawn a circle shape, a perfect form completely in harmony with nature. A drawer handle
perfect for your furniture designs.
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VIEW MORE
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BARUKA DOOR LEVER

LIMB DOOR PULL

DIMENSIONS: H 8 cm; 3.15 in | L 8.5 cm; 3.35 in | D 7 cm; 2.76 in

DIMENSIONS: H 22 cm; 8,66 in | L 7 cm; 2.76 in | D 3.8 cm; 1.5 in

MATERIALS: Brass | FINISHES: Polished Aged Brass (Also available in Polished & Brushed

MATERIALS: Brass | FINISHES: Aged brass (Also available in Polished & Brushed Brass)

CM3043R/ CM3043L
Brass)

EA1026

We went out on a Limb and arrived in a white sand beach with an array of tree branches,

Our inspiration took part on one of the most aesthetically pleasing sights in nature, the

grown in solid soil and brought out to us by the strength of the blue sea. Driven by the nature

Honeycombs Phenomenon. Marvelled by the angular perfection that bees can form, we

cycles, we shaped Limb range. A collection of unique branches made to impress, a Mid Size

have drawn a circle shape, a perfect form completely in harmony with nature. A door handle

Door Pull to uplift your contemporary designs.

perfect for your furniture designs.
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LIMB CABINET HANDLE
EA1079

DIMENSIONS: H 13.5 cm; 5.31 in | L 1.8 cm; 0.71 in | D 3.5 cm; 1.38 in
MATERIALS: Brass | FINISHES: Polished brass (Also available in Aged & Brushed brass)
We went out on a Limb and arrived in a white sand beach with an array of tree branches,
grown in solid soil and brought out to us by the strength of the blue sea.
Driven by the nature cycles, we shaped Limb range. A collection of unique branches made to
impress, a Mid Size Door Pull to uplift your contemporary designs.
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JALO DOOR LEVER

JALO CABINET HANDLE

DIMENSIONS: H 20 cm; 7.87 in | L 4.5 cm; 1.77 in | D 4 cm; 1.57 in

DIMENSIONS: H 20 cm; 7.87 in | L 4.5 cm; 1.77 in | D 4 cm; 1.57 in

MATERIALS: Brass | FINISHES: Polished brass (Also available in Aged & Brushed Brass)

MATERIALS: Brass | FINISHES: Polished brass (Also available in Aged & Brushed Brass)

Jalo was inspired by the Green bean plants and their amazing form varieties, that grow long

Jalo was inspired by the Green bean plants and their amazing form varieties, that grow long

vines. Jalo appears in a spectrum of colors: green, purple, red, yellow and streaked varieties.

vines. Jalo appears in a spectrum of colors: green, purple, red, yellow and streaked varieties.

Coming in perfect sizes, shapes, textures and earthy tones, Jalo Cabinet and Drawer Handles

Coming in perfect sizes, shapes, textures and earthy tones, Jalo Cabinet and Drawer Handles

accessorize elegantly any cabinet or door design.

accessorize elegantly any cabinet or door design.

EA1081L/ EA1081R
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EA1081L/ EA1081R

VIEW MORE
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WHIKO CABINET HANDLE
EA1080

DIMENSIONS: H 14 cm; 5.51 in | L 2 cm; 0.79 in | D 4 cm; 1.57 in
MATERIALS: Brass | FINISHES: Polished brass (Also available in Aged & Brushed brass)
Whiko was inspired by the spirals of life. A spiral represents the ever-expanding universe.
Spirals are perceived to be a symbol of growth, evolution, and expansion. The gold spiral we
created will add meaning and natural beauty to your interior designs.
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BELIZE DRAWER HANDLE

BELIZE DRAWER HANDLE

DIMENSIONS: H 2.3 cm; 0.91 in | L 4 cm; 1.57 | D 3 cm; 1.18 in

DIMENSIONS: H 2.5 cm; 0.98 in | L 7.5 cm; 2.95 in | D 4 cm; 1.57 in

MATERIALS: Brass | FINISHES: Polished Aged Brass (Also available in Polished & Brushed

MATERIALS: Brass | FINISHES: Polished brass (Also available in Aged & Brushed Brass)

OC2035
Brass)
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OC2036

We went out on a Limb and arrived in a white sand beach with an array of tree branches,

Inspired by the diverse marine life in this Caribbean country, Belize Cabinet Hardware

grown in solid soil and brought out to us by the strength of the blue sea. Driven by the nature

portrays the intricacy and uniqueness of the coral reefs. It’s a stunning and delicate

cycles, we shaped Limb range. A collection of unique branches made to impress, a Mid Size

hardware piece which will become a meaningful addition to furniture designs.

Door Pull to uplift your contemporary designs.

VIEW MORE

VIEW MORE
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BELIZE CABINET HANDLE
CM2037

DIMENSIONS: H 14.5 cm; 5.71 in | L 2.5 cm; 0.98 in | D 4.3 cm; 1.69 in
MATERIALS: Brass | FINISHES: Polished Brass (Also available in Aged & Brushed Brass)
Inspired by the diverse marine life in this Caribbean country, Belize Cabinet Hardware
portrays the intricacy and uniqueness of the coral reefs. It’s a stunning and delicate
hardware piece which will become a meaningful addition to furniture designs.
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WALTZ DRAWER HANDLE

SKYLINE DRAWER HANDLE

DIMENSIONS: H 2.5 cm; 0.98 in | L 2.8 cm; 1.10 in | D 2.8 cm; 1.10 in

DIMENSIONS: H 2.8 cm; 1.10 in | L 5 cm; 1.97 in | D 3.6 cm; 1.42 in

MATERIALS: Brass | FINISHES: Polished brass (Also available in Aged & Brushed brass)

MATERIALS: Brass | FINISHES: Polished brass (Also available in Aged & Brushed brass)

Inspired by metals and the industrial revolution, we find Waltz: a strong, safe, highly resilient

For any major metropolis, beauty is a precious backdrop even to appreciate things from afar.

piece that perfectly fulfils its function.

Skylines are the city’s profile, an iconic symbol, and just like our door pull, create a silhouette

A drawer handle of extreme simplicity, reminiscing the art deco era, always assigning value

when set in context. With a new geometric shape, this door handle has a mid-centiry feel, a mix

and function to every design.

that exudes funcionality and luxury, creating strong and amazing interiors.

CM3045
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CM3050

VIEW MORE
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BARUKA DOOR LEVER

BARUKA DRAWER HANDLE

DIMENSIONS: H 5 cm; 1,97 in | L 18.5 cm; 7.28 in | D 6 cm; 2.36 in

DIMENSIONS: H 2.5 cm; 0,98 in | L 16 cm; 6.3 in | D 3.5 cm; 1.38 in

MATERIALS: Brass | FINISHES: Polished Brass (Also available in Aged & Brushed Brass)

MATERIALS: Brass | FINISHES: Polished brass (Also available in Aged & Brushed brass)

Baruka is our cultural manifest, a perfect reflection of a thousand of years old legacy, an ode

Baruka is our cultural manifest, a perfect reflection of a thousand of years old legacy, an ode

to Japan.Made of brass, Baruka represents culture, customs and values, becoming a modern

to Japan.Made of brass, Baruka represents culture, customs and values, becoming a modern

and strong Door Pull to embellish your entryway decor.

and strong Door Pull to embellish your entryway decor.

CM3043R/ CM3043L
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CM3044

VIEW MORE
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PIANOA DRAWER HANDLE
CM3052

DIMENSIONS: D 42 mm; 1.65 in | Diam 47 mm; 1.85 in
MATERIALS: Brass & Marble | FINISHES: Polished Brass & Nero Marquina Marble (Also
available in Aged & Brushed Brass)
Designed after the accoustic, stringed musical instrument invented in Italy by Bartolomeo
Cristofori, our pianoa piece reflects the keyboard pattern of the piano and provides a feeling
of soft yet strong visual impact, just like the piano sounds. Made with marquina marble and
brass, this pieces exudes classical beauty.
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VIEW MORE
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MONOCLES DRAWER HANDLE
TW5014

DIMENSIONS: D 25 mm; 0.98 in | Diam 18 mm; 0.71 in
MATERIALS: Brass | FINISHES: Gold Plated (Also available in Brushed Brass, Brushed Nickel,
Aged Brass, Copper Plated, Nickel Plated, Black Nickel Plated)
Monocle is a series of Cabinet Hardware, an authentic circular design by Delightfull most
iconic furniture piece. Drawer handles, perfect for retro lovers cabinetry, to mix and match
your designs, sideboards, cupboards, drawers.
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VIEW MORE
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FEU DRAWER HANDLE

SHIN DOOR PULL

DIMENSIONS: H 2.3 cm; 0.91 in | L 6.9 cm; 2.72 in | D 2.6 cm; 1.02 in

DIMENSIONS: H 42.5 cm; 16.73 in | L 4.5 cm; 1.77 in | D 6 cm; 2.36 in

MATERIALS: Brass & Swarovski crystals | FINISHES: Gold plated & Swarovski crystals ( Also

MATERIALS: Brass & Crystal | FINISHES: Polished brass & Zirconia (Also available in Aged &

available in Aged, Polished & Brushed Brass)

Brushed Brass)

LE4016

Feu drawer handle is an unapologetic appropriation of jewerly beauty, elegance and
sophistication allied with the inspiration on the authentic ﬁre corals who shelter sea creatures.
Feel the maximalist jewerly design unbodied in Fue furniture polished brass handle with

LE4018

Shin Door Pull honors a delicacy once more valuable than gold, the Cinnamon Spice. Shaped
with delicately like its fragrant aroma and warm sweet flavour, Shin is a luxurious, strong and
beautifuly ornamented Mid Size Door Pull that will enrich your door designs.

swarovsky crystals or black crystal glass.
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TRINITY DRAWER HANDLE
LE4015

DIMENSIONS: H 24 cm; 9.45 in | L 2.5 cm; 0.98 in | D 2.5 cm; 0.98 in
MATERIALS: Brass & Pearl | FINISHES: Gold Plated & Wite Pearl (Also available in Aged,
Polished & Brushed Brass)
Carefully handcrafted by Pullcast artisans, Trinity is an intrinsecet piece composed by three
infinity loops and a special touch: a white pearl. A higher meaning is forever an inspiration
to our designers and this piece represents the union of value, art and beauty.
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VIEW MORE
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ARTEMISIA DRAWER HANDLE

TURKESA CABINET HANDLE

DIMENSIONS: H 4.9 cm; 1.93 in | L 6.4 cm; 2.52 in | D 2.8 cm; 1.10 in

DIMENSIONS: D 33 mm; 1.30 in | Diam 40 mm; 1.57 in

MATERIALS: Brass & Turquoise | FINISHES: Polished Brass & Turquoise (Also available in Aged

MATERIALS: Brass & Turquoise | FINISHES: Polished Brass & Turquoise (Also available in Aged

& Brushed brass)

& Brushed brass)

Artemisia is made of brass and turquoise gem stone. With a fluid shape and strong character,

Adored for centuries, Turkesa comes from the torquoise rocks. They have been carved and set

this piece is inspired not only by the bright colour turquoise stone and its healing powers, but

into everything from royal thrones and daggers to jewelry. This vibrand drawer handle is as

also by the pattern seen in deserts when it’s the driest time. Full of nuances and details, this

beautiful as it’s powerfull, with crystal properties connected to the healing energy of water, the

piece will add value to your home.

life-giving element that sustains the planet and the origins of life itself.

LE4017
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VIEW MORE

LE4019

VIEW MORE
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CODIUM DRAWER HANDLE
LE4013

DIMENSIONS: Diam: 55 mm | 2,17 in; D: 30 mm | 1,18 in
MATERIALS: Brass & Cubic Zirconia | FINISHES: Nickel & Cubic Zirconia Crystals ( Also
available in Aged, Polished & Brushed Brass)
The ocean is wide and wavering, keeping unique and beautiful secrets. Dipped in blue
waters, our Codium furniture drawer handle is delicate and authentic, a fetching detail to any
drawer, cupboard or wardrobe, for cabinet hardware.

VIEW MORE
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COMB DRAWER HANDLE
LE4012

DIMENSIONS: H 42.5 cm; 16.73 in | L 4.5 cm; 1.77 in | D 6 cm; 2.36 inMATERIALS: Brass | FINISHES: Our inspiration took part on one of the most aesthetically pleasing sights in nature, the
Honeycombs Phenomenon. Marvelled by the angular perfection that bees can form, we have
drawn a circle shape, a perfect form completely in harmony with nature. A luxury drawer
handle perfect for your furniture designs.

VIEW MORE
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ONYX CABINET HANDLE
LE4014

DIMENSIONS: H 20 cm; 7.87 in | L 1.5 cm; 0.59 in | D 4.7 cm; 1.85 inMATERIALS: Brass | FINISHES: Black Nickle Echoing the stillness of the night sky with black hues, Onyx is a powerfull piece inspired in
the by the protective black stone. The architectural lines provide a sleek and masculine look
while the crystal gives ultimate the luxury touch no elevate your designs.

VIEW MORE
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ONYX CABINET HANDLE
LE4007

DIMENSIONS: H 20 cm; 7.87 in | L 1.5 cm; 0.59 in | D 4.7 cm; 1.85 inMATERIALS: Brass | FINISHES: Black Nickle Echoing the stillness of the night sky with black hues, Onyx is a powerfull piece inspired in
the by the protective black stone. The architectural lines provide a sleek and masculine look
while the crystal gives ultimate the luxury touch no elevate your designs.

VIEW MORE
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CAVIAR DRAWER HANDLE
LE4011

DIMENSIONS: D 28 mm; 1.10 in | Diam 40 mm; 1.57 inMATERIALS: Brass & Cubic Zirconia | FINISHES: Black Nickel & Cubic Zirconia Crystals ( Also
available in Aged & Brushed brass)Harvested from sturgeon and found in the Caspian Sea, our Caviar drawer handle is inspired
by the world-renown delicacy. Portraiyng mysticism, exuberance and luxury, with Caviar
furniture drawer handle, you can uniquely articulate with divers aesthetics, a perfect add-on
to mix and match in your furniture designs.

VIEW MORE
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LINCKIA DRAWER HANDLE
LE4010

DIMENSIONS: H 75 mm | 2,95 in; L 76 mm | 2,99 in; D 18 mm | 0,71 in
MATERIALS: Brass | FINISHES: Aged Brass ( Also available in Polished & Brushed brass)
The sea is a place where wondrous, fascinating creatures of magnificent and fascinating
design roam, assuring beauty. Inspired in the vastness of starfishes, Linckia is a range of
graceful furniture drawer handles entitled to create a sculptural scheme in your furniture
designs.

VIEW MORE
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MACRI CABINET HANDLE
TE6001

DIMENSIONS: H 5.7 cm; 2.24 in | L 5.7 cm; 2.24 in | D 3.6 cm; 1.42 in
MATERIALS: Brass | FINISHES: Polished Brass (Also available in Aged & Brushed Brass)
Macri takes after the beautiful textures of nature. Mimicking the patterns of a tree that
grows tall, aiming to the sky. This piece has charming lines that will provide delicate features
to your interior design.
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VIEW MORE
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MACRI CABINET HANDLE

MACRI CABINET HANDLE

DIMENSIONS: H 21.7 cm; 8.54 in | L 5.7 cm; 2.24 in | D 3.6 cm; 1.42 in

DIMENSIONS: H 16 cm; 6.30 in | L 2.3 cm; 0.91 in | D 3.6 cm; 1.42 in

MATERIALS: Brass | FINISHES: Polished Brass (Also available in Aged & Brushed brass)

MATERIALS: Brass | FINISHES: Polished Brass (Also available in Aged & Brushed brass)

Macri takes after the beautiful textures of nature. Mimicking the patterns of a tree that grows

Macri takes after the beautiful textures of nature. Mimicking the patterns of a tree that grows

tall, aiming to the sky. This piece has charming lines that will provide delicate features to your

tall, aiming to the sky. This piece has charming lines that will provide delicate features to your

interior design.

interior design.

TE6002
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VIEW MORE

TE6003

VIEW MORE
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LARCH CABINET HANDLE
TE6004

DIMENSIONS: H 5.7 cm; 2.24 in | L 5.7 cm; 2.24 in | D 3.6 cm; 1.42 in
MATERIALS: Brass | FINISHES: Polished Brass (Also available in Aged & Brushed Brass)
Larch was inspired by the effect of an evergreen tree and the brilliant color of a deciduous
tree. With a texture of needled conifers, this piece reminisces the look of evergreens in the
fall, with touches of golden and yellow.
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VIEW MORE
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LARCH CABINET HANDLE

LARCH CABINET HANDLE

DIMENSIONS: H 21.7 cm; 8.54 in | L 5.7 cm; 2.24 in | D 3.6 cm; 1.42 in

DIMENSIONS: H 16 cm; 6.30 in | L 2.3 cm; 0.91 in | D 3.6 cm; 1.42 in

MATERIALS: Brass | FINISHES: Polished Brass (Also available in Aged & Brushed brass)

MATERIALS: Brass | FINISHES: Polished Brass (Also available in Aged & Brushed brass)

Larch was inspired by the effect of an evergreen tree and the brilliant color of a deciduous tree.

Larch was inspired by the effect of an evergreen tree and the brilliant color of a deciduous tree.

With a texture of needled conifers, this piece reminisces the look of evergreens in the fall, with

With a texture of needled conifers, this piece reminisces the look of evergreens in the fall, with

touches of golden and yellow.

touches of golden and yellow.

TE6005
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TE6006

VIEW MORE
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As a team, we believe in discovering your personal and
professional ethics and essence, and always be open to
new discoveries. That’s the challenge and beauty in every
process, to keep an open spirit while becoming a master at
your craft. Take any inspiration you can and materialize it
beyond the ordinary. The pursuit of mastery will give you the
skills you need to conquer authenticity.

WHEN PASSIONATELY IN SEARCH FOR AUTHENTICITY,
WE HAVE STUMBLED INTO DECORATIVE HARDWARE

We believe knowledge arises when you explore deeper and
find meaning in every surrounding, exploring with maturity
and thought in order to draw a richer future in design, filled
with inspiration, beauty, and functionality.
Our team of artisans, designers, artists, and marketers have
an understanding of unity and a diversity of experiences and
passionately work together to find enlightenment moments,
interesting and brilliant inspirations every day, expressing
them through unique pieces of hardware jewelry.
It’s always a temptation for us to go beyond what has been
done, to raise our vision and endlessly pursuit an imminent
concept of jewerly in the decorative hardware market.

PullCast Team
Rui Pinto | Ema Glória | João Barros

VIEW MORE
WWW.PULLCAST.EU | INFO@PULLCAST.EU

Our Temptations are pinpointed by a circle of aggregation of
the NATURAL WORLD, HERITAGE, CULTURE, DESIGN AND
INNOVATION, all with the same importance and impact in
our final creations.
We want to explore the once-in-a-millennium moments with
great understanding and influences from the history of art,
design, crafts and trend movements. It’s an awe-inspiring
power of expertise and discoveries that will impact the
world’s future in design, art, and craftsmanship.
It has been an accelerated growth for PullCast, through what
we believe comes directly from being aware, fearless, and true
believers of an eternal search for the world’s most pure beauty.
A signature expression out to the world, a drive of being
connected and in love with our projects. The ecstatic aw of
breaking rules and frontiers, to see further. Here, resonates
the secret of unapparelled creations.
Truth be told…pure beauty is everywhere.
Wishing you all, absolute and unique experiences through life.

WWW.PULLCAST.EU | INFO@PULLCAST.EU

